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worked only at Cenlar’s offices performing work in Cenlar’s normal course of business

“directed [his] daily employme

” )  Cenlar’s 

performance was “outstanding.”  (

discrimination by Cenlar’s Vice President of 

Parker lodged verbal complaints with Lieb about Rainer’s conduct.  (

employment with Lieb, Parker verbally complained to both Lieb and Lieb’s supervisor

Margaret Boutcher, about Rainer’s conduct.  (

“blamed” Parker for the situation with Rainer and began treating him “differently 

and worse” than before he complained.  (
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–

–

–
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–

—

advances a claim for intentional infliction of emotion distress, claiming Cenlar’s 

“extreme and outrageous conduct intentionally or

distress”

–

the complaint “must contain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to ‘state a claim 

to relief that is plausible on its face.’”  

plausible when the facts pled “allow[ ] the court to draw the reasonable inference that 

[a] defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” “[W]here the 

—but it has not ‘show[n]’—‘that the pleader is 

entitled to relief.’”

pleaded factual allegations, the Court “should 

entitlement to relief.” 

However, this “presumption of truth attaches only to 
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on their face.” 

“Conclusory assertions of fact and legal 

conclusions are not entitled to the same presumption.” 

determination is a “context

icial experience and common sense.” –

– –

“Accordingly, in order to prevail on his Title VII claim, he must demonstrate the 

of an ‘employment relationship’” with Cenlar.  

Covington v. Int’l Ass’n of Approved 
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’

–

native.  Courts must consider “all of the incidents of the relationship.”  

Parker’s allegations in Paragraph 10 of the 

control Parker’s day

Parker’s services.  Instead, Cenlar paid firstPRO “for each hour worked by [Parker] at 

upon hourly rate.”  –

, 403 F. App’x 699, 702 (3d Cir. 2010) (citing 

–
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4917, 2008 WL 4072801, at *5 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 27, 2008) (“[A] plaintiff 

standard.”). An inference of discrimination may be developed “in a number of ways, 

’ animus.” ’

–

reported Rainer’s conduct.  Then 

“claim across the line from conceivable to plausible,” 

’ –
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–

d Cir. 2001) (“[T]he complaints to [defendant], whether oral or written, formal or 

[plaintiff]’s ”).

–

“from which a reasonable factfinder could 

adverse employment action.” at 261.  Although Parker’s Second Amended 

and treated him poorly after he complained of Rainer’s misconduct.  He 

cies with Cenlar’s purported reason for firing him (lack of work) and its 

Parker’s
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a causal connection between his complaints and Cenlar’s decision to 

Cenlar argues the Court must dismiss Parker’s PHRA claims

claim by showing Parker did not check the “FEPA” box on his EEOC charge.  (Mot. to 

to file his charge with both the PHRC and the EEOC by writing in “Pennsylvania 

Human Relations Commission” on his charge.  (Mot. to Dism., Ex. C.)  Still, he has not 
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, 2007 WL 2343868 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 15, 2007).  Parker’s 

Count III, Parker alleges Cenlar’s decision not to hire him as a full

1981.  Section 1981 “protects the equal right of ‘[a]ll persons within 

the jurisdiction of the United States’ to ‘make and enforce contracts’ without respect to 

race.”  ’ –

“Section 1981 offers relief when racial discrimination blocks the 

proposed contractual relationship.”  

discrimination motivated Cenlar’s
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See Pryor v. National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n

–82 (3d Cir. 2009) (“[T]he 

yment discrimination claim under Title VII.”) Parker’s rac

erfered with Parker’s right to 
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another person’s 

: “(A) a physical or mental impairment that 

record of such an impairment; or (C) being regarded as having such an impairment.”  42 

not “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major lif

activities.”  

 

–
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–

statutes preempt Parker’s claim because he has not stated a claim for IIED.

are: “(1) the conduct [of 

(3) it must cause emotional distress; [and] (4) that distress must be severe.”  

aff’d

nt’s conduct is 

390, 395 (3d Cir. 1988).  Notably, “[i]t is extremely rare to find conduct in the 

basis for recovery for the tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress.”  

“extreme and outrageous conduct” standard necessary to state a claim of IIED.  

(“Invidious discrimination is not alone sufficient to support an intentional infliction of 

emotional distress claim.”) (citations omitted).  

“differently and 

worse” after he complained
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of Cenlar’s conduct, he is 

–

Parker’s 

workplace and termination based on race because the “harassment alleged [did]

action”); 

22, 2018) (dismissing IIED claim where plaintiff “was ridiculed, disciplined without 

merit, and denied favorable shifts to the point that he resigned his employment”)

29, 1997) (“[H]ighly provocative racial slurs and other discriminatory incidents do not 

amount to actionable outrageous conduct.”)

it does not rise to the level of “the most clearly desperate and ultra 

extreme conduct” required to support an IIED claim under Pennsylvania law.  

Parker’s bald, conclusory

generic harms, like “mental a guish,”

A court should grant a plaintiff leave to amend a complaint “when justice so 

requires.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2).  The Third Circuit has instructed district courts to 
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“offer amendment— —

ure to state a claim unless doing so would be inequitable or futile.”  

(Am. Compl., ECF No. 7).  Then, after Cenlar’s Motion to Dismiss the Amended 

Complaint, Parker’s Response and Cenlar’s Reply, Parker sought leave to file a Second 
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1 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

JARVIS PARKER, 

Plaintiff, 

 v. 

CENLAR FSB, a subsidiary of Cenlar 
Capital Corporation,   

Defendant. 

CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 20-02175 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 4th day of January 2021, upon consideration of Defendant’s 

Motion to Dismiss the Second Amended Complaint, (ECF No. 26), Plaintiff’s Response, 

(ECF No. 27), and Defendant’s Reply, (ECF No. 28), it is hereby ORDERED that 

Defendant’s Motion is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part: 

1. Plaintiff ’s racial discrimination and retaliation claims in Count II are

DISMISSED without prejudice; and

2. Counts IV, V and VI are DISMISSED with prejudice.

BY THE COURT: 

_______________________  
GERALD J. PAPPERT, J. 
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